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ABSTRACT Hydrophobic mismatch, which is the difference between the hydrophobic length of trans-membrane segments of
a protein and the hydrophobic width of the surrounding lipid bilayer, is known to play a role in membrane protein function. We
have performed molecular dynamics simulations of trans-membrane KALP peptides (sequence: GKK(LA)nLKKA) in phos-
pholipid bilayers to investigate hydrophobic mismatch alleviation mechanisms. By varying systematically the length of the
peptide (KALP15, KALP19, KALP23, KALP27, and KALP31) and the lipid hydrophobic length (DLPC, DMPC, and DPPC), a wide
range of mismatch conditions were studied. Simulations of durations of 50–200 ns show that under positive mismatch, the
system alleviates the mismatch predominantly by tilting the peptide and to a smaller extent by increased lipid ordering in the
immediate vicinity of the peptide. Under negative mismatch, alleviation takes place by a combination of local bilayer bending
and the snorkeling of the lysine residues of the peptide. Simulations performed at a higher peptide/lipid molar ratio (1:25) reveal
slower dynamics of both the peptide and lipid relative to those at a lower peptide/lipid ratio (1:128). The lysine residues have
favorable interactions with specific oxygen atoms of the phospholipid headgroups, indicating the preferred localization of these
residues at the lipid/water interface.

INTRODUCTION

Membrane proteins constitute a significant fraction of all

proteins, yet little is known about their structure and function

when compared to cytosolic proteins. The primary reason for

the lack of structural knowledge is the difficulty with which

these highly hydrophobic structures are crystallized. In addi-

tion, membrane protein structure depends, to a certain extent,

on the interactions of the protein with the surrounding lipids

(1). Generally, membrane protein segments are arranged as

bundles of a-helices or b-barrels such that the interactions

between the polar residues and the hydrophobic lipid acyl

chains are minimized. A typical lipid bilayer consists of a

highly hydrophobic central region containing acyl chains and

two flanking headgroup regions, which are more polar. The

hydrophobic thickness, representing the thickness of the acyl

chain region, can range from;20 Å for short lipids to;35 Å

for longer lipids. For common lipids such as POPC or DPPC,

the typical hydrophobic thickness is ;25 Å. For straight or

slightly tilted a-helical trans-membrane proteins embedded

in lipid membranes, this thickness corresponds to;20 amino-

acid residues. It has been proposed that it is energetically

favorable for the membrane protein to match the hydrophobic

thickness of the lipid bilayer with a similar length of

hydrophobic domain of the peptide. When a hydrophobic

mismatch exists, the peptide-lipid system undergoes compen-

satory adjustments to mitigate the energetically unfavorable

mismatch in lengths. Such adjustments in structure or

orientation of peptides or lipids could play important roles

in protein activity (1–4). It is also observed that polar and

charged protein residues tend to cluster on each side of the

membrane-spanning hydrophobic segments, interacting with

the membrane-water interfacial region. Experimental and

computational studies on trans-membrane proteins such as

the mechanosensitive channels have shown that changes in

membrane structure, arising from hydrophobic mismatch,

influence the protein function (5–13).

To investigate systematically complex membrane-protein

interactions, simplified model membranes and peptides have

been designed (14–22). The model lipid membranes typi-

cally constitute just one or two lipid species, rather than the

complex mixture of lipids present in the cell membranes. The

model proteins are typically single a-helical peptides with

a large central hydrophobic region and flanking polar or

charged residues (23–26). Peptides containing poly-leucine/

alanine flanked by tryptophan or lysine have established

themselves as preferred models of trans-membrane peptides

(23,27–31). These peptides are called WALP or KALP

peptides, depending on whether the flanking residues are

tryptophans or lysines. To alleviate hydrophobic mismatch,

trans-membrane peptides and lipids can undergo adapta-

tions, such as those shown in Fig. 1, adapted from de Planque

and Killian (3). For positive hydrophobic mismatch, i.e., a

protein hydrophobic length that is greater than the thickness

of the lipid hydrophobic region, one or more of the following

adaptations can occur:

1. The a-helix can reduce its hydrophobic length by be-

coming a less tightly bound p-helix.

2. The peptide can tilt, reducing its exposure to polar groups.

3. The acyl chains near the peptide can order, increasing the

local bilayer hydrophobic width.

4. The peptides can oligomerize or aggregate.
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5. The peptide can be expelled from the bilayer.

In case of a negative hydrophobic mismatch, one or more of

the following adaptations can occur:

1. The a-helix can increase its hydrophobic length by be-

coming a more tightly bound 310 helix.

2. The bilayer width near the peptide can decrease, by acyl-

chain disordering.

3. The peptides may aggregate or oligomerize.

4. The peptide can induce nonlamellar phase formation.

5. The peptide can be expelled from the bilayer.

In addition to the hydrophobic mismatch, the flanking polar

or charged residues of the peptide can also take on additional

adaptations, due to their preferred position and orientation

in the lipid/water interface. Tryptophan residues have been

found to anchor themselves at the lipid water interfacial re-

gion (23,29). Although the positively charged lysines can be

expected to prefer a similar position (32), the exact location of

the lysine residues is difficult to determine experimentally (3).

Molecular dynamics simulations are increasingly able to

answer questions in structural biology that are difficult to

answer experimentally (33,34). With the help of simulations,

remarkable progress is being made in the understanding

of protein folding, lipid bilayer behavior, and peptide-lipid

interactions (35–41). Current state-of-the-art atomistic sim-

ulations allow the study of peptide binding to lipid/water

interfaces (42), as well as trans-membrane peptide tilt behavior

(43). The timescales of these simulations range from tens

of nanoseconds to a few hundred nanoseconds. However,

phenomena such as peptide insertion into lipids and peptide

aggregation require longer timescales and are not accessible

with the current computational resources. Short timescale

(1.5 ns) simulations of WALP peptides at a peptide/lipid

(P/L) ratio of 1:30 (44) have shown that peptides can tilt

and affect local bilayer thickness and lipid ordering. Recent

coarse-grained simulations by Venturoli et al. (45) and

Nielsen et al. (46) have also shown that peptide tilt and lipid

adjustments can lead to mismatch alleviation. Here, we use

atomistic molecular dynamics simulations to study system-

atically the interactions of model trans-membrane KALP

peptides (peptides with alternating alanine/leucine stretch

flanked by lysine residues) with phosphatidylcholine bilayers.

By systematically varying the extent of hydrophobic mis-

match, we hope to understand the adaptations that the lipid/

peptide systems undergo to relieve the unfavorable mismatch

condition. We also seek to locate the preferred position of

the lysine side chains in the lipid/water interface. Within the

simulation timescale (10–200 ns), phenomena such as peptide

expulsion or aggregation are not expected to occur. However,

we hope to determine the extents of other adaptation mech-

anisms such as peptide tilt, local bilayer bending, peptide sec-

ondary change, etc., that can occur in our simulations.

METHODS

We use the GROMACS simulation tool for all our simulations (47). The

united atom lipid parameters were adapted from the work of Berger and co-

workers (48) and the peptides used theGROMOS force field.We performed a

total of 33 simulations: three 100-ns simulations of pure lipid bilayers and 30

simulations of peptide/lipid systems of durations ranging from 50 to 200 ns.

The peptide/lipid simulations were performed with a starting condition in

which the peptide was in a vertical, trans-membrane state. This starting con-

dition was used so that all the simulations started at an identical state. We

considered three different lipid molecules (DLPC, DMPC, and DPPC) and

five different peptides (KALP15, KALP19, KALP23, KALP27, and KALP31).

The amino-acid sequences of all the peptides are given in Table 1. A DPPC

bilayer was downloaded from http://moose.bio.ucalgary.ca/downloads, which

contained 128 lipids (64 per leaflet) and 3655watermolecules.ADMPC lipid

bilayer was created by removing the last two carbons of both tails of all the

lipid molecules in the DPPC bilayer. A subsequent 20-ns equilibration sim-

ulation at 303K yielded aDMPCbilayer with the correct interleaflet distance.

In a similar fashion, a DLPC bilayer was constructed by removing the last two

lipid carbon atoms from both tails from the DMPC bilayer. A subsequent

20-ns equilibration simulation at 298 K yielded a DLPC bilayer with the

correct interleaflet distance. The DPPC, DMPC, and DLPC bilayers were

each simulated for 100 ns at 323K, 303K, and 298K, respectively, in anNPT

ensemble. These temperatures were chosen to ensure that the lipids were in

their fluidphases.A time stepof 2 fswasusedand the temperaturewas coupled

semiisotropically to a Berendsen thermostat (49) at 1 atm with a coupling

constant of 0.1 ps. The pressurewas coupled semiisotropically to a Berendsen

FIGURE 1 Possible adaptations to positive and negative mismatch

conditions.
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barostat with a coupling constant of 1 ps. Both the short-range electrostatic

and van der Waals interactions used a short-range cutoff of 1.2 nm and the

long-range electrostatics were calculated by the PME algorithm (50). The

trajectories were saved every picosecond and were used for subsequent anal-

ysis. For ease of discussion, the three simulations are referred to as K1600,

K1400, and K1200 (where 16 refers to DPPC, 14 to DMPC, and 12 to DLPC)

in the rest of the article.

The peptide simulations were performed at peptide/lipid (P/L) ratios of

1:25 and 1:128. The amino-acid sequences of the five peptides used in this

study are shown in Table 1. The five different peptides, inserted in three

different lipid bilayers at two P/L ratios, yielded 30 independent simulations,

providing a way to investigate systematically hydrophobic mismatch. The

peptides were created as ideal helices using the software Swiss PDB viewer

((51); http://www.expasy.org/spdbv). The C-termini were acetylated and the

N-termini amidated for all the peptides. The peptides were solvated in a bath

of water and a 1-ns simulation was performed with restraints on the back-

bone atoms. This ensured that the side chains were relaxed and were not in a

biased, ideal configuration. These peptides were then inserted into the well-

equilibrated DPPC, DMPC, and DLPC bilayers using the methodology

developed by Faraldo Gomez et al. (52). In the 15 simulations with a P/L ratio

of 1:128, a single peptide was inserted in a vertical, trans-membrane

orientation into a lipid bilayer containing 128 lipids. In the 15 simulations with

a P/L ratio of 1:25, 28 lipids were removed from the bilayers and four peptides

were inserted, again in a trans-membrane orientation. At the higher P/L ratio,

care was taken to ensure that the peptides were fairly uniformly distributed

throughout the bilayer and not aggregated. After the insertion stage,

equilibration simulations were performed on all 30 peptide/lipid systems for

5 ns, with position restraints on the peptide backbone atoms. The simulation

conditions were identical to those of the pure lipid simulations described

above. After the equilibration stage, all systems were simulated in production

runs with no restraints on the system for at least 50 ns. Some of the simulations

were extended to longer times, up to 200 ns, to achieve better equilibration of

the properties of interest. The duration of the individual simulations are

provided in Tables 3 and 4. The total simulation time for all the peptide-free

and peptide/lipid simulations was ;2.7 ms. All the computations were

performed on a Linux cluster with 24 AMD 26001 processors, with

visualization of results using the software Visual Molecular Dynamics (53).

RESULTS

Hydrophobic mismatch

Hydrophobic mismatch is defined as the difference between

the hydrophobic length of the peptide and the hydrophobic

width of the lipid bilayer. The hydrophobic width of the lipid

bilayer is defined as the distance between the acyl-chain C-2

carbon atoms of the two opposing bilayer leaflets (3). For the

KALP peptides considered in this study, the ideal hydro-

phobic length is simply the total number of central leucine

and alanine residues multiplied by 1.5 Å (the rise per residue

for an ideal helix). We measured the hydrophobic length of

the peptides in all our simulations and the data is shown in

Tables 3 and 4. The deviation of the measured hydrophobic

length of the peptide from the ideal value is rather small

(;0.5 Å or less). The addition of the peptide to the lipids,

irrespective of the mismatch condition, affects the global bi-

layer properties such as bilayer thickness, area per lipid, etc.

(especially in a small bilayer patch with ;100 lipids). The

lipids closer to the peptide are likely to be more perturbed

than those far away from the peptide and the bilayer thick-

ness is also likely to be different for different peptide con-

centrations. Thus, we define the hydrophobic mismatch as

the difference between the measured hydrophobic length

of the peptide and the measured hydrophobic width of the

average distant lipids in the bilayer. This definition ensures

that large-scale bilayer adjustments, due to the introduction

of the peptide, are taken into account. We use a distance-

based criterion to define the unperturbed lipids. In the

simulations at low concentrations of peptides, we divide the

lipids into three categories: neighboring, intermediate and

distant or unperturbed. A lipid that has any of its atoms,5 Å

from any of the backbone atoms of the peptide is classified as

‘‘neighboring’’. Any other lipid in which all atoms are ,15

Å from any of the peptide backbone atoms is classified as

‘‘intermediate’’, and all the other lipids are classified as

‘‘distant’’ or ‘‘unperturbed’’. Note that even though we call

the distant lipids unperturbed lipids, they are slightly

perturbed when compared to the ideal peptide-free case.

This is primarily due to the small system sizes used in this

study. At high P/L ratio, due to the relative proximity of the

peptides, we adopt a two-tiered classification: neighboring

(,5 Å) and unperturbed (all other lipids). Using this

classification, at low P/L ratios, we obtain ;12–15 neigh-

boring lipids,;55 distant lipids, and;55 intermediate lipids

with an almost equal distribution in both leaflets. At high P/L
ratios, we obtain ;50 neighboring and ;50 distant lipids.

Using these definitions, the hydrophobic mismatches for all

30 peptide/lipid simulations were calculated and listed in

Tables 3 and 4.

The neighboring lipids roughly represent the first lipid

shell around each peptide. As discussed later, the neighbor-

ing lipids account almost exclusively for all the peptide-lipid

hydrogen bonds throughout the course of the simulations.

Thus, the terms ‘‘neighboring lipids’’ and ‘‘hydrogen-bonded

lipids’’ (referring to the hydrogen bonds formed between the

lipids and the peptides) shall be used interchangeably. For

ease of discussion, we label each simulation as AXXYY6 ZZ,
where A can be L or H, denoting a low (1:128) or high (1:25)

P/L ratio. XX refers to the number of lipid tail carbon atoms

TABLE 1 KALP peptides simulated

Peptide N-terminus

Hydrophobic

stretch C-terminus

Length of

hydrophobic

stretch (Å)

KALP15 Ac-GKK (LA)4L KKA-NH2 13.5

KALP19 Ac-GKK (LA)6L KKA-NH2 19.5

KALP23 Ac-GKK (LA)8L KKA-NH2 25.5

KALP27 Ac-GKK (LA)10L KKA-NH2 31.5

KALP31 Ac-GKK (LA)12L KKA-NH2 37.5

TABLE 2 Lipid properties

Lipid

Number of

carbons

in tail

Ideal hydrophobic

width (Å) (de Planque

and Killian (3))

Hydrophobic

thickness (Å) (from

simulations)

DLPC 12 19.5 20.5

DMPC 14 23.0 25.3

DPPC 16 26.5 27.5
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and can take values of 12 (DLPC), 14 (DMPC), or 16

(DPPC). YY refers to the peptide length and can take values

of 15, 19, 23, 27, or 31, corresponding to the total number of

residues in the peptide, 6 refers to a positive or negative

mismatch, and ZZ denotes the extent of mismatch (rounded

off to the nearest Å). Thus, L1231116 refers to the DLPC/

KALP31 system at 1:128 P/L ratio and has a positive

mismatch of 16 Å. To simplify discussions even further, we

define simulations with mismatches .13 Å as positive

mismatches, those with mismatches ,�3 Å as negative

mismatches, and those in between as near-matching condi-

tions. Now that hydrophobic mismatch has been defined, we

explore the ways that the bilayer and peptide alleviate the

mismatch.

Altered peptide secondary structure

One possible mechanism to overcome the hydrophobic

mismatch is for the peptide to change its secondary structure

from an a-helix to a p-helix in the case of a positive

mismatch or to a 310 helix in the case of a negative mismatch.

Fig. 2 shows the secondary structure of a representative

peptide as a function of time. Blue represents an a-helical

structure. Except for some minor fraying at the terminal

residues, the peptide show remarkable stability. We do not

observe any kinks in the a-helix either. All the peptides from

all the simulations show similar helical stability. Thus, from

our simulations, it is safe to say that the peptide secondary

structure is strictly preserved as an a-helix in essentially all

cases of mismatch.

Peptide tilt

Fig. 3 shows the snapshots from the beginning and end

of four simulations, corresponding to cases of (Fig. 3 a)
extreme negative mismatch at low P/L ratio (L1616�16),

(Fig. 3 b) near-matching at low P/L ratio (L1423101), (Fig.

3 c) extreme positive mismatch at low P/L ratio

TABLE 3 Simulations at low P/L ratio

Label Lipid Peptide

Lipid hydrophobic

width (Å)

Peptide hydrophobic

length (Å)

Hydrophobic

mismatch (Å) Time (ns)

L1215�07 DLPC KALP15 20.9 13.8 �7.1 50

L1219�01 DLPC KALP19 20.5 19.4 �1.1 50

L1223106 DLPC KALP23 20.3 25.8 5.5 50

L1227110 DLPC KALP27 21.0 31.0 10.0 80

L1231116 DLPC KALP31 21.0 37.0 16.0 100

L1415�11 DMPC KALP15 25.0 13.7 �11.3 50

L1419�05 DMPC KALP19 24.3 19.7 �4.6 50

L1423101 DMPC KALP23 24.3 25.7 1.4 50

L1427107 DMPC KALP27 24.7 31.1 6.7 100

L1431113 DMPC KALP31 25.1 37.8 12.7 80

L1615�16 DPPC KALP15 29.3 13.7 �15.6 50

L1619�09 DPPC KALP19 28.8 19.8 �9 50

L1623�03 DPPC KALP23 28.2 25.4 �2.8 50

L1627105 DPPC KALP27 27 31.6 4.6 50

L1631110 DPPC KALP31 28.2 37.8 9.6 80

TABLE 4 Simulations at high P/L ratio

Label Lipid Peptide

Lipid hydrophobic

width (Å)

Peptide hydrophobic

length (Å)

Hydrophobic

mismatch (Å) Time (ns)

H1215�08 DLPC KALP15 21.5 13.5 �8 50

H1219�03 DLPC KALP19 22.3 19.7 �2.6 50

H1223104 DLPC KALP23 22.3 25.8 3.5 50

H1227109 DLPC KALP27 22.2 31.1 8.9 70

H1231116 DLPC KALP31 20.7 36.9 16.2 80

H1415�11 DMPC KALP15 24.3 13.7 �10.6 50

H1419�05 DMPC KALP19 25.0 19.7 �5.3 50

H1423100 DMPC KALP23 25.7 25.8 0.1 50

H1427105 DMPC KALP27 26.0 31.2 5.2 50

H1431111 DMPC KALP31 25.7 37.0 11.3 80

H1615�13 DPPC KALP15 26.6 13.7 �12.9 200

H1619�09 DPPC KALP19 28.3 19.7 �8.6 200

H1623�03 DPPC KALP23 28.4 25.3 �3.1 200

H1627102 DPPC KALP27 30.1 31.7 1.6 200

H1631107 DPPC KALP31 30.8 37.5 6.7 100
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(L1231116), and (Fig. 3 d) near-matching at high P/L ratio

(H1627102). The four snapshots on the left side of the figure

depict the starting conditions, after 5 ns of equilibration. The

right side of the figure shows the configurations after 50 ns of

production simulations for Fig. 3, a–c, and after 200 ns for

Fig. 3 d. It is clear that the peptides adopt various tilt angles,
depending on the mismatch. We define the tilt angle as the

angle formed by the helical axis with the membrane normal.

A zero degree tilt angle corresponds to a perpendicular ori-

entation. Since the peptide helical structures were extremely

well conserved (Fig. 2), the helical axis of the peptide was

simply defined by two points, one near the top and the other

near the bottom of the helix. The top point was taken to be

the center of mass of the backbone atoms of the top lysine

residues and the flanking glycine residue, while the bottom

point was taken to be the center of mass of the backbone

atoms of the bottom lysine residues and the flanking alanine

residue. This gives a fairly robust measure of the tilt angle of

the helix relative to the bilayer normal.

In Fig. 4 a, we show the tilt angle as a function of time for

three representative cases (L1615�16, L1631110, and

L1431113). For clarity, the lines have been smoothed by

taking running averages over 200 ps. In all cases, the pep-

tides start with an orientation close to vertical, corresponding

to a tilt angle of 0�. After an initial equilibration period, it is

clear that the tilt angle increases as a function of mismatch.

Visual inspection shows that most simulations show well-

equilibrated behavior over the latter half of the trajectories.

Thus, time averages of the tilt angle were taken over the latter

half of the trajectories. In Fig. 4 b, we plot these time-

averaged tilt angles for all 15 simulations performed at a P/L
ratio of 1:128. The standard errors were calculated using a

block-averaging procedure (54). Most of the simulations

with negative mismatch exhibit a small standard error,

whereas those with near matching or positive mismatch

show relatively larger error due to inadequate equilibration

over the run time. Nevertheless, we see that for all negative

mismatch conditions, the peptides exhibit a small but

consistent tilt angle of;10�, whereas for positive mismatch,

the peptides seem to exhibit a nearly monotonous increase in

tilt angle as the mismatch increases. The dashed lines in Fig.

4 b are shown as a guide to the eye and do not represent a fit.

In Fig. 4 c, we show the tilt angles as a function of time for

a representative simulation at high P/L ratio (1:25). Note that

in all the simulations at high P/L ratio, there are four pep-

tides and 100 lipids in the system. The tilt angles of all four

peptides as a function of time show well-equilibrated tilt

behavior after ;50 ns. In Fig. 4 d, we plot the tilt angles,

averaged over all four peptides in the bilayer, for all the sim-

ulations at the higher P/L ratio. The time-averaged standard

errors in tilt angle for each peptide, calculated over the latter

half of all the simulations, were extremely small for all the

cases of negative mismatch and near-matching conditions.

This error was calculated by the same block-averaging

procedure employed for the simulations with low P/L ratio.

Again, as in the case of low P/L ratios, for negative mismatch

the peptides show a small but consistent tilt angle of ;10�.

FIGURE 2 Secondary structure profile of a peptide from the simulation

H1627102. Blue represents an a-helical structure.

FIGURE 3 Snapshots from the start (left) and end (right) of four

simulations under different conditions of hydrophobic mismatch. (a)
Extreme negative: L1615�16. (b) Near matching at low P/L: L1423101.

(c) Extreme positive: L1231116. (d) Near matching at high P/L:

H1627102.
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For positive mismatch, the peptides show a tilt that increases

with increasing mismatch, but data is more scattered than

in the case of low P/L ratios, presumably due to the longer

equilibration times required for the high P/L simulations.

Again, the dashed lines are drawn as a guide to the eye and

do not represent a fit. Thus, it is clear from Fig. 4, a–d, that
for negative mismatch, the peptides exhibit a small but

consistent tilt angle, and for positive mismatch, the tilt angle

increases with the extent of mismatch. Experimental studies

(55) show that under near-matching conditions, the tilt angles

are rather small, as in our simulations. However, under ex-

tremely negative mismatch conditions, experiments show

that nonlamellar phases are formed. Moreover, none of the

experimental results on KALP or WALP peptides show

the large tilt angles under extreme positive mismatch that

are seen in our simulations. We shall address this point in

detail later.

Local lipid adjustment

Local lipid rearrangement is another mechanism by which

the system can alleviate the imposed hydrophobic mismatch.

We define local lipid adjustment as the difference between

the measured hydrophobic width of the perturbed lipids (lipids

that neighbor the peptides) and the measured hydrophobic

width of the unperturbed lipids (lipids that are distant from

the peptides). The hydrophobic width is simply the distance

between the average positions of the first hydrophobic

carbon atoms of the lipids (adjacent to the carbonyl group),

in the two leaflets of the bilayer. In Fig. 5 a, we show the

hydrophobic widths of neighboring, intermediate, and dis-

tant lipids for a case with positive mismatch (L1431113).

The abscissa shows the duration of the production run. It

should be remembered that all production runs were pre-

ceded by an equilibration simulation lasting 5 ns, during

which the peptide backbones were constrained and the rest of

the system was allowed to fluctuate. During this equilibration

run, the neighboring lipids undergo a drastic rearrangement.

This can be seen in Fig. 5 a, where the hydrophobic width of
the neighboring lipids is larger by ;5 Å than that of the

intermediate or distant lipids before the production run

begins. As the production run progresses, and the peptide is

allowed to sample all of its degrees of freedom, we observe

that the hydrophobic width of the neighboring lipids de-

creases, presumably due to the tilting of the peptide, and

becoming almost as small as that of the intermediate and

distant lipids after ;30 ns.

In Fig. 5 c, the hydrophobic widths of neighboring and

distant lipids for a case of extreme negative mismatch at high

P/L ratios are shown (H1615–13). Again, during the 5-ns

equilibration period (not shown here), the neighboring lipids

undergo drastic rearrangements. Thus, at the beginning of

the production run, the hydrophobic width of the neighbor-

ing lipids is lower than those of the intermediate or distant

lipids. However, unlike the case of the positive mismatch,

the difference in hydrophobic widths between the neighbor-

ing and distant lipids remains nearly constant for the entire

duration of the simulation. Thus, the lipid adjustment over

the latter half of the simulations, when the system seems to

have reached an equilibrium with respect to peptide tilting

and bilayer bending (but not necessarily with respect to

peptide aggregation or peptide expulsion), is ;0 Å for

L1431113 (Fig. 5 a) and �6 Å for H1615�16 (Fig. 5 c).
The lipid adjustment was calculated for all simulations at low

FIGURE 4 (a) Peptide tilt angles as

functions of time at low P/L ratio for three

different peptide-lipid systems. (b) Aver-

age tilt angle as a function of mismatch at

low P/L for these systems. (c) Peptide tilt

angles for all four peptides in the bilayer

as a function of time at high P/L ratio for

H1627102, with a slight positive mis-

match. (d) Average tilt angle as a function

of mismatch at high P/L ratio for these

systems.
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P/L ratio, averaged over the latter half of the trajectory, and

is plotted in Fig. 5 b. For negative mismatch, the lipid

adjustment is negative and increasingly so as the mismatch

becomes more negative. This implies that the first hydro-

phobic carbon atoms of the neighboring lipids are more

deeply inserted in the bilayer than the average distant lipids

under negative mismatch conditions. Under positive mis-

match conditions, the trend is not as clear, as there is sig-

nificant scatter of data points. Nevertheless, even under the

most extreme positive mismatch condition, the lipid adjust-

ment is only ;2 Å. In Fig. 5 d, we plot the lipid adjustment

as a function of mismatch for the 15 simulations at high P/L.
Note that by definition, there are no intermediate lipids at

high P/L. Each data point represents the average lipid ad-

justment over the latter half of the simulation. Again, we see

a clear trend at negative mismatch conditions, with a mono-

tonically greater negative lipid adjustment with a greater

degree of negative mismatch. The magnitudes of lipid ad-

justment roughly match those for low P/L ratio under iden-

tical negative mismatch conditions. Under positive mismatch

conditions, again, the trend is not as clear. Thus, at both low

and high P/L ratios, under negative mismatch conditions,

there is a negative lipid adjustment that is roughly propor-

tional to the mismatch, whereas for positive mismatch, there

is a slight positive lipid adjustment of ,2 Å.

Lipid tail order

As the lipids undergo adjustments to alleviate the mismatch,

the lipid tails become either more ordered or more dis-

ordered, depending on the sign of the hydrophobic mis-

match. When the neighboring lipids undergo a positive lipid

adjustment, we can expect the lipid tails to be more ordered

and vice versa. Also, the effects on the intermediate and

distant lipids should be less pronounced than on the neigh-

boring lipids. In Fig. 6, we show the deuterium order

parameters from some of the simulations. The deuterium

order parameter SCD is defined as,3/2(cos2u�1)., where u

is the angle formed by the carbon-deuterium (C-D) vector

with the bilayer normal. A smaller value for SCD indicates

more disorder and a larger value more order. The carbon

numbers increase from the headgroup toward the tail region.

Fig. 6 a shows the deuterium order parameters for large

negative mismatch (H1615�13), averaged over the latter

half of the simulation. Clearly, the neighboring lipids (solid
circles) are more disordered than the distant lipids. This is

true for almost all simulations with negative mismatch,

which is expected because of the negative lipid adjustment.

(The order parameters for the peptide-free simulation (solid
line) are also shown for reference.) In Fig. 6 b, the order

parameters from a simulation with positive mismatch, again

averaged over the latter half of the simulation, show the

opposite trend; i.e., the neighboring lipids have larger order

parameter than the distant lipids. However, the trend is not so

clear in the case of all the positive mismatch conditions (not

shown), which may not fully equilibrate over the simulated

timescales (;50–100 ns). The reason the order parameters of

the lipid tails might equilibrate slowly, even though the

carbon-carbon bond angles can undergo fast adjustments, is

that the order parameter responds sensitively to other, more

slowly changing characteristics of the lipid environment.

To illustrate this, in Fig. 6 c, we show the deuterium order

parameters for the neighboring lipids of simulation L1431113,

which has a positive mismatch, calculated over 10-ns

FIGURE 5 (a) Hydrophobic widths ver-

sus time at low P/L ratio and positive

mismatch. (b) Local lipid adjustment as a

function of mismatch at low P/L ratio. (c)
Hydrophobic widths versus time at high

P/L ratio and negative mismatch. (d) Local

lipid adjustment as a function of mismatch

at high P/L ratio.
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windows. From Fig. 4 a, we can see that while the tilt angle

for this peptide is still evolving between 25 and 40 ns, it

appears to be reasonably equilibrated over the last 10 ns of

the simulations. From Fig. 5 a, the lipid adjustment for this

peptide is still evolving up to ;35 ns but shows reasonably

equilibrated behavior over the last ;15 ns of the simulation.

In Fig. 6 c, we see that the tails are highly ordered over the first
10 ns (circles), consistent with the initially low tilt angle (Fig.

4 a) and highly positive lipid adjustment (Fig. 5 a). Between
10 and 20 ns, the peptide tilt angle anomalously decreases

(rather than increasing, as expected, to alleviate the mismatch)

and the lipid adjustment still remains highly positive. This is

reflected in the tail order (squares), where some of the carbons

show increased order compared to that in the 0–10 ns window.

Between 20 and 30 ns, the peptide tilt increases drastically

and the lipid adjustment reaches a value of ;0 (i.e., the

hydrophobic width of the neighboring lipids decreases to

that of the distant ones; see Fig. 5 a). The order parameters

decrease correspondingly (diamonds on Fig. 6 c), especially
for the carbons that are closer to the headgroup. Between 30

and 40 ns, the tilt angle remains approximately constant,

whereas the lipid adjustment undergoes some changes, even

showing some slightly negative values (i.e., the bold line in

Fig. 5 a dips below the other lines). This is again reflected in

the extreme disorder (crosses) in Fig. 6 c. Over the last 10 ns,
when the tilt seems to be equilibrated and the lipid ad-

justment is ;0, the order parameters (triangles) indicate a

greater order. Thus, the deuterium order parameters seem to

respond rather quickly to the slower evolution of the peptide

tilt and the lipid layer thickness surrounding the peptide, and

this was true for all the simulations (data not shown).

Partitioning of the lysine residues

Positive hydrophobic mismatch arises because the hydro-

phobic residues of the peptide are exposed to the more polar

headgroup region of the lipids and even the bulk water phase

in the case of extreme positive mismatches. Thus, the system

adjusts by partitioning the hydrophobic residues of the pep-

tide into the energetically favorable lipid tail region. How-

ever, in the case of negative mismatch, all the hydrophobic

residues of the peptide are already favorably placed in the

hydrophobic core of the bilayer. The mismatch arises, in this

case, from the unfavorable partitioning of the lysine residues

into the lipid tail region. The hydrophobicity scale of Wimley

and White (56,57) estimates that the free energy penalty

associated with the partitioning of a lysine residue in the

hydrophobic core is ;2.8 kcal/mol. Thus, the system under-

goes the necessary adjustments to expose the lysine residues,

especially the side chain, to a more polar environment. This

can be achieved by either expelling the peptide into the water

phase, or by a combination of local bilayer bending (negative

lipid adjustment) and snorkeling the lysine residues up into

the polar phase (32).

Experiments have shown that tryptophan residues have

a highly energetically favorable interaction site near the

carbonyl groups of the lipid tails (4,32). The length and

flexibility of the lysine side chain should provide a large

conformational flexibility for the ammonium group, enabling

this residue also to seek the most energetically favorable

position in the lipid/water interface. We have analyzed the

radial distribution function of the hydrogen atoms of the

lysine side-chain ammonium groups (referred to henceforth

as ‘‘lysine hydrogens’’) with the lipid oxygen atoms.

Hydrogen-bonding analysis shows that under all conditions

of mismatch, strong hydrogen bonding occurs between the

lysine headgroups and the oxygen atoms of the lipids. Here

we define hydrogen bonding to occur if the donor-acceptor

distance is ,0.25 nm and the donor-hydrogen-acceptor

angle is .145�, which is a conventional definition used in

simulation studies (58). Fig. 7 a shows a snapshot of a single
lipid. The lipid oxygen atoms are shown in red. There are

four phosphate oxygen atoms in the phosphate group of the

lipid, and four glycerol oxygens. The phosphate oxygens are

labeled as PO1, PO2, PO3, and PO4, while the glycerol

oxygens are labeled as GO1 and GO2 (sn-1 chain) and GO3

and GO4 (sn-2 chain).

FIGURE 6 Order parameters for the lipid tails for (a) negative mismatch

and (b) positive mismatch. (c) Order parameter profiles at different times for

simulation L1431113.
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In Fig. 7 b, we show the radial distribution functions for

some of the lipid oxygen atoms with respect to the lysine

hydrogens from a representative near-matching simulation

(H1627102). Only the four most dominant distributions are

shown. From the dominant first peak at ;1.5 Å, it is clear

that the strongest interaction with the lysine hydrogen is that

formed by the PO1 oxygen of the lipid (refer to Fig. 7). The

three other major interactions (PO4, GO1, and GO2 with

lysine hydrogens) are also shown. The interactions of PO3,

PO4, GO2, and GO3 with the lysine hydrogens are not sig-

nificant and are not shown. Each radial distribution function

was calculated over the last 50 ns of the 200-ns simulation. In

Fig. 7 b, in addition to the first peak at;1.5 Å, there is also a

first minimum at;2.3 Å, which represents the outer edge of

the first coordination shell of the lysine residue. All simu-

lations show qualitatively similar radial distribution func-

tions for PO1, with a strong first peak at ;1.5 Å and a first

minimum at ;2.3 Å. To understand the interactions of the

lysine residues with the lipid headgroup regions under

different conditions of mismatch, we analyzed the cumula-

tive radial distribution functions of the lysine-lipid interac-

tions, which are volume-weighted integrals from zero out

to a distance r. The region of interest encompasses the first

coordination shell of the lysine hydrogen atoms, which

extends out to the first minimum at ;2.3 Å. In Fig. 7 c, we
plot the cumulative number distributions from all the sim-

ulations at low P/L ratios. The cumulative distribution

functions are averaged over the latter half of the simulations.

For each mismatch, we show the cumulative distribution

averaged over all interactions between the lysine hydrogens

and all the lipid oxygens (triangles), between the lysine

hydrogens and all the phosphate oxygens (circles), and

between the lysine hydrogens and all the glycerol oxygens

(squares). Each point represents the number of oxygens

within the first coordination shell of the lysine hydrogens

(;2.3 Å).

For negative mismatch, the backbone atoms of all four

lysine residues in the peptide are in the hydrophobic tail

region. Thus, the glycerol oxygens, which are closer to the

acyl carbons, are more easily accessible to the lysine side

chains than are the phosphate oxygens, which are;4 Å farther

removed. In Fig. 7 c, we see that at large negative mis-

matches, the lysine hydrogens interact to an equal extent

with the glycerol and phosphate oxygens, indicating a pref-

erence for interaction with the phosphate oxygens, since

these are harder to reach. Under near-matching conditions

when both the glycerol and phosphate oxygens are equally

accessible, the lysine hydrogens prefer to interact with phos-

phate oxygens, as indicated by the greater cumulative number

of interactions with phosphates. Under most positive mis-

match conditions, the lysine hydrogens of an untilted peptide

will be closer to the phosphate oxygens than to the glycerol

oxygens. Peptide tilting, however, enables the lysine hydro-

gens to sample the vicinity of both phosphate and glycerol

oxygens. Still, we observe in Fig. 7 c that the lysines have a
strong preference for the phosphate oxygen atoms under

positive mismatch, indicating, again, that this is an energet-

ically favored interaction. Although the relative interactions

of the lysine hydrogens with the phosphate and glycerol

oxygens varies as a function of mismatch, the total number

of interactions remains approximately the same under all

conditions of mismatch.

The interaction of the lysine side chains with lipids is a

more localized phenomenon than is overall peptide tilt, and

is expected to equilibrate over a different characteristic re-

laxation timescale. In Fig. 7 d, we plot the number of lipid

oxygens within the first coordination shell of the lysine

oxygens (which is the cumulative number up to the coor-

dination shell minimum) as a function of time, for all four

200-ns simulations. We average over 10-ns windows. All

four systems tend toward an apparent steady-state, equilib-

rium, number of oxygens within the first coordination shell,

which is ;0.33, at times between 150 and 200 ns. The

simulations with near-matching conditions reach the pre-

sumed equilibrium value more quickly than the simulations

with negative mismatch. Hence, the system perturbations

FIGURE 7 (a) Schematic representation of the lipid molecule, highlight-

ing the oxygens that participate in hydrogen bonding. (b) Representative

radial distribution functions of oxygens around the lysine hydrogens for

simulation H1627102. (c) Cumulative oxygen number distributions as a

function of mismatch at low P/L ratios. (d) Total number of oxygens in the

first coordination shell (0–2.3 Å) of the lysine hydrogens as functions of time

for the long simulations. (The thin solid lines represent H1615�13, the

dotted lines H1619�09, the dashed lines H1623�03, and the thick solid

lines H1627102.)
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associated with lysine-oxygen interactions have rather long

relaxation times (;100 ns or more), especially for the

negative mismatch conditions. We also find that at longer

timescales, the number of phosphate oxygens in the first

coordination shell increases and the number of glycerol

oxygens in the first coordination shell decreases for all cases

of mismatch (data not shown).

Lipid reorientation dynamics

The addition of the peptide to a lipid bilayer influences the

bulk properties of the system, such as the overall hydropho-

bic width and bilayer thickness, both of which increase under

all cases of mismatch. To understand the influence of the

peptide on the dynamic properties of the surrounding lipids,

we calculated the rotational correlation functions of the P-N

and C-C vectors of the lipids. The P-N vector is the vector

connecting the phosphorus and nitrogen atoms of the head-

group. This tracks the relaxation characteristics of the lipid

headgroups. The C-C vector is the vector connecting the first

hydrophobic carbon atoms (closest to the headgroups) of the

two tails of the lipid molecule. The time dependence of this

vector broadly reflects the reorientation time of the lipid

about the bilayer normal. The rotational autocorrelation func-

tions were calculated using a first-order Legendre polyno-

mial of the cosine of the angles of the appropriate vectors. To

ensure adequate and equal sampling over the entire trajec-

tory, the correlation functions were calculated only for time

differences up to half the total trajectory length.

In Fig. 8, we show the C-C rotational correlation functions

for two systems with identical lipids and peptides, but dif-

ferent P/L ratios. The results shown are for L1631110 and

H1631107. The thick solid line shows the correlation

function for the peptide-free case (K1600). The correlation

functions for the neighboring lipids at low and high P/L ratio

are nearly indistinguishable, although the system with higher

P/L ratio seems to show slightly slower dynamics, as

expected. The distant lipids at high P/L ratio shows clearly

slower rotational relaxation than both the intermediate and

distant lipids at low P/L ratio (L1631110). Similar behavior

was observed for almost all the peptide/lipid combinations

between high and low P/L ratio. We also find that the P-N

and C-C vectors show a peptide-length dependent relaxation

behavior (data not shown), with faster relaxation for neigh-

boring lipids of negative mismatch when compared to those

of positive mismatch. We also find that the C-C vector re-

laxation timescale is larger than that of the P-N vector. Thus,

even though the peptide tilt and local lipid adjustment seem

to follow similar trends for the low and high P/L simulations

(Figs. 4 and 5), the characteristic equilibration timescales are

much larger for the high P/L cases due to the slower lipid

reorientation dynamics.

DISCUSSION

Nonlocal lipid perturbations

The addition of peptides to lipid bilayers perturbs the overall

bilayer structure. In the immediate vicinity of the peptide,

these perturbations depend on the nature of the mismatch,

but globally they increase the bilayer width, and therefore

the hydrophobic width of the lipids, irrespective of the mis-

match. Theoretical calculations based on membrane elastic-

ity theory (59) predict that a hydrophobic inclusion can

thicken the bilayer for distances of up to 2 nm from the

inclusion. We observe this increase in the bilayer thickness

of the distant lipids in many of our simulations. However, in

some of the simulations, we observe thinning of the distant

lipid hydrophobic width relative to the peptide free bilayer.

In Fig. 9, we show unperturbed lipid bending, which is the

difference between the hydrophobic width of the distant

FIGURE 8 Comparison of the C-C rotational autocorrelation functions

for the low and high P/L ratios of the same peptide-lipid pair.

FIGURE 9 Unperturbed lipid adjustment as a function of mismatch.

Unperturbed lipid adjustment is defined as the difference between the

hydrophobic width of the unperturbed lipids and the hydrophobic width of

the lipids from the peptide-free simulation.
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lipids and the (ideal) hydrophobic width of the lipids of the

peptide-free simulations, as a function of mismatch. Ap-

proximately nine of the 30 simulations show distant bilayer

thinning. In most of the simulations, the bilayer thickening

or thinning is roughly within 1 Å of the peptide-free lipid

thickness. Some simulations, mostly at high P/L, show larger

distant lipid thickness. This large variance is probably be-

cause of the limited simulation timescale (;100 ns) and

relatively small system size (;64 lipids per leaflet). It should

be mentioned here that although the distant lipids undergo

changes in thickness of up to ;3 Å in extreme cases on the

addition of peptide, the overall bilayer thickness change is

;1 Å or lower in most cases. This is consistent with the

studies of Weiss et al. (30) who observe that there is little

change in overall bilayer thickness for WALP peptides in

different PC bilayers.

Our simulations over timescales of up to 200 ns yield

results consistent with the established model of a rigid

peptide in a fluid bilayer (57,60). Over this 200-ns timescale,

the peptide/lipid system undergoes structural changes to

minimize the mismatch conditions. For negative mismatches,

the relaxation modes primarily involve the motion of local

lipid molecules around the rather immobile peptide. For

positive mismatches, the peptide undergoes large-scale tilting

to minimize the mismatch. The lysine side chains of the

peptide form strong interactions with the lipid headgroup

region, anchoring the peptide to the neighboring lipids. Thus,

the relaxation of the peptide tilt is strongly coupled to the

diffusion of the lipid molecules with which it is associated. If

the necessary tilt is to be achieved solely by the collective

diffusive motion of the peptide and its neighboring lipids, it

is likely to be an extremely slow process, in the order of

microseconds for extremely large positive mismatch. How-

ever, in the simulations, an additional fast relaxation mode is

available, namely a sliding motion of the two lipid leaflets

with respect to each other. Even though the center of mass of

the entire system is reset periodically to prevent drifting of

the bilayer within the simulation cell, the two leaflets can

develop a relative velocity. The relative motion of the leaflets

is likely to be enhanced for relatively small simulation cells,

such as those used in this study. Thus, we observe that even

the extremely long KALP31 peptides tilt rapidly in the;50–

100-ns simulations. Such rapid tilt relaxation would not be

possible if the relaxation modes were purely based on mo-

lecular diffusion. This is also evident from the simulations at

high P/L ratio, where the tilt relaxation is relatively slow

compared to the simulations at low P/L. This is because of

the much slower relative motion of the two lipid leaflets at

high P/L ratios, due to the large number of lysine anchors.

Earlier, we showed that the peptides have a small inherent

tilt for negative mismatch, and large tilts, roughly propor-

tional to the extent of hydrophobic mismatch, for positive

mismatch. In Fig. 10 a, we show schematically the peptide

tilt for positive mismatch. If P is the hydrophobic length of

the peptide and L is the hydrophobic width of the lipid

bilayer, then a peptide tilt of u should reduce the hydropho-

bic mismatch by Ht ¼ P(1�cosu). Here Ht is the hydropho-

bic mismatch alleviated by tilt. We also observe a lipid

adjustment (of Hl) for both positive and negative mismatch

conditions.

Due to the presence of the flanking lysine residues that can

snorkel, the effective hydrophobic length of the peptides is

greater for negative mismatch than for positive mismatch.

Also, there is significant lipid adjustment, leading to a

curvature around the peptide in the bilayer. In Fig. 10 b, we
show a snapshot from L1615�16, a case of negative mis-

match. The peptide is shown as a ribbon. The lysine residues

are shown as cyan bonds. The orange lines represent the

neighboring lipids and the green spheres the first hydropho-

bic carbons of the neighboring lipids. The white spheres

represent the first hydrophobic carbons from all the inter-

mediate and distant lipids. For sake of clarity, only the

carbons from one of the two tails is shown for each lipid.

The local lipid adjustment is clear from this figure, with the

average neighboring lipid compressed in length relative to

FIGURE 10 (a) Schematic representation of the peptide tilt for posi-

tive mismatch. (b) Snapshot of an extreme negative mismatch condition.

The peptide is represented as a ribbon. The white spheres are the first

hydrophobic carbons of the distant lipids and the green spheres are the first

hydrophobic carbons of the neighboring lipids, which are shown as orange

lines. The lysine residues are shown as cyan bonds. (c) Schematic definition

of snorkeling length (L1 1 L2 1 L3 1 L4)/2.
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the average unperturbed lipid. We can also see that the lysine

residues, shown as cyan bonds, snorkel toward the more

polar interfacial region.

Thus, the negative mismatch seems to be alleviated by a

combination of local bilayer bending and snorkeling of the

lysine side chains. The four lysine residues in each peptide

can have different extents of snorkeling depending on the

local bilayer environment. To estimate the contribution of

snorkeling to mismatch alleviation, we defined an average

snorkeling length (Hs) as (L11 L21 L31 L4)/2. Here L1, L2,
L3, and L4 are the projections onto the bilayer normal, of the

distances between the nitrogen atoms of the lysine side

chains and the C-a atoms of the nearest inner lysine residues

of the peptide; see Fig. 10 c. This definition provides a good

estimate of snorkeling length under most cases of negative

mismatch. For extreme negative mismatch, when the lysines

are in their conformationally strained fully snorkeled posi-

tion, the snorkeling length from both leaflets is ;8.5 Å. For

smaller negative mismatch, the snorkeling length is ;4 Å.

Note that this definition of snorkeling length is not very well

defined under near-matching conditions since a relatively

large snorkeling length will be estimated even when the

peptide does not need to snorkel.

Total mismatch alleviation

To quantify the contributions of Ht, Hl, and Hs toward

mismatch alleviation, we plot, in Fig. 11, the total adjustment

of the system as a function of mismatch. The circles represent

the low P/L ratio and the squares the high P/L ratio. For

positive mismatch (.3 Å), the contributions of peptide tilt,

Ht (dotted area), and local lipid bending, Hl (black shaded
area), are plotted and for negative mismatch (,�3 Å), the

contributions of snorkeling, Hs (hatched area), and local

lipid bending, Hl (black shaded area), are plotted. All results
were averaged over the latter halves of the respective

simulations. We see that the data fall reasonably close to the

line representing perfect mismatch alleviation, with a slight

systematic underestimation at high positive mismatch and

an overestimation, especially for low negative mismatch.

Although it is clear that the contribution due to tilt dominates

under positive mismatch conditions, both the snorkeling and

bilayer bending contributions are significant for all negative

mismatch conditions.

At relative low positive mismatch, the mismatch allevi-

ation is almost fully alleviated within the timescale of the

simulations. However, for larger mismatches, the system ad-

justment is consistently slightly less than the imposed mis-

match, possibly due to inadequate sampling time. For some

of the positive mismatch simulations, we averaged the tilt

angle and lipid adjustment over just the last 20 ns, when the

peptide tilts were presumably closer to the final equilibrium

value, and these values yield a better fit to the line for perfect

adjustment (data not shown). For smaller negative mis-

matches, the snorkeling contribution is more important than

bilayer bending, indicating that the first response of the

lysine residue to a modest negative hydrophobic mismatch is

to snorkel, rather than induce curvature in the lipid bilayer.

As the negative mismatch increases, both the snorkeling length

and the lipid adjustment increase. For extreme negative mis-

match, the lysines become fully stretched outward toward the

interface, the snorkeling length reaches a plateau, and further

increase in negative mismatch leads to a more rapid increase

in the lipid adjustment than to snorkeling. Nevertheless, under

all conditions of negative mismatch, the system readjusts to

alleviate the mismatch nearly completely. At near-matching

conditions (between �3 Å and 13 Å), the total mismatch

alleviation is plotted as the sum of the lipid adjustment, snor-

keling, and the tilt adjustment. Although it must be conceded

that some of the individual components, especially the snor-

keling length, are ill-defined at near-matching conditions

where their contributions to alleviating the mismatch are the

most important, nevertheless, the total adjustment seems to

match the imposed mismatch well, although this is possibly

due in part to compensating errors from the various allevia-

tion mechanisms.

It should be emphasized here that although some sche-

matic representations and models treat the bilayer as a rigid

slab, in reality the bilayer is an extremely fluid and fluc-

tuating phase whose interfaces are not very sharp. Thus,

relative large margins of error (of a few Ångstroms) should

be allowed in the definitions of hydrophobic width, hydro-

phobic mismatch, and lipid bending contribution to allevi-

ation. Also, we have neglected the effect of the lysine side

chains, which can either increase or decrease the effective

hydrophobic length of the peptide under positive mismatch

conditions. Considering these limitations, Fig. 11 captures the

response to positive mismatch reasonably well. Presumably,

FIGURE 11 The system response to the imposed mismatch. Dark shaded

area represents the contributions from the lipid adjustment, the dotted region

represents the contributions from the tilt adjustment and the hatched area the

contribution from snorkeling. Tilt and lipid bending contributions are shown

for positive mismatch conditions, snorkeling and lipid bending contributions

are shown for negative mismatch, and all three contributions are shown for

near matching conditions.
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longer simulations and larger system sizes would yield a

quantitatively more precise result. Nevertheless, It is grat-

ifying that we can explain the system’s response to hydro-

phobic mismatch through a combination of local bilayer

bending and peptide tilting for positive mismatch and lysine

snorkeling and local bilayer bending for negative mismatch.

We had shown earlier that the lysine residues, under all

conditions of mismatch, interact preferentially with the phos-

phate oxygens, rather than the glycerol oxygens. Analysis of

the first coordination shell showed that just four oxygen

atoms (out of eight) from the lipids accounted for most of the

interactions with the lysine hydrogens. In Fig. 12, we show a

snapshot of a lysine-lipid interaction. Only one lipid mole-

cule is shown represented using van der Waals spheres. Two

of the phosphate oxygens (PO1 and PO4; refer to Fig. 7 a)
and two of the glycerol oxygens from the sn-1 chain (GO1

and GO2), shown in yellow, form a conformationally stable

interaction site, into which the lysine side chain neatly fits.

This region has four hydrogen-bond acceptor sites (the four

aforementioned oxygen atoms) and thus provides a highly

energetically favorable configuration for the lysine side-

chain hydrogen atoms. Lysine residues under all conditions

of mismatch seem to prefer this interaction site and the

snapshot shown in Fig. 12 is probably the most energetically

favorable configuration for the lysine residues in the lipid

environment. Experimental studies of KALP and WALP

peptides seem to indicate a position close to the carbonyl

group (glycerol oxygens) for the tryptophan residues of

WALP peptides and a position close to the phosphate group

for the lysine residues of KALP peptides (55). Solid-state

NMR studies of a synthetic K3 peptide, with many lysine

residues, predict a similar interfacial position for the lysine

residues, adjacent to the phosphate group (61). Thus, our

simulations complement the experimental predictions by

suggesting a preferred position.

For near-matching conditions, as shown in Fig. 7 d, this
energetically favorable state is reached rather quickly, due to

the high conformational entropy of the lysine side chains and

the surrounding lipids. Under negative mismatch conditions,

when the lysine side chains are more constrained due to their

snorkeling, the necessary equilibration timescale is longer.

For extreme negative mismatch, when the lysine side chains

are fully snorkeled and the neighboring lipids are highly

bent, the equilibration times might be even longer. However,

it is more likely that under extreme negative mismatch con-

ditions, the lysines never get to fit into the interaction site,

because the free energy change associated with the extreme

lipid adjustment will, at some point, not be compensated by

the favorable lysine-lipid interactions. At even larger mis-

matches, the free energy associated with local lipid bending

is likely to be uncompensated by lysine snorkeling. Under

these conditions, the peptide might be expelled from the

bilayer.

Peptide expulsion

To test whether the peptides get expelled at larger mis-

matches, we ran a series of short simulations (;1 ns) of two

even shorter peptides, KALP13 and KALP11 in DPPC

bilayers. We placed the peptide in the center of the bilayer,

using the hole protocol described in Methods, and then ran

an equilibration simulation of ;500 ps to allow the lipids

to equilibrate around the peptide, which was positionally

restrained. We ran this equilibration with the lipids unre-

strained in some cases and restrained in a plane perpendic-

ular to the bilayer normal in some other cases. In the former

cases, bilayer bending was allowed and in the latter cases,

bilayer bending did not occur during equilibration. After

500 ps of equilibration, all the constraints were released and

the system was simulated for 1 ns. We simulated five sys-

tems each of KALP11, KALP13, and KALP15 peptides in

DPPC bilayers with restrained and unrestrained lipids dur-

ing equilibration, making 30 short simulations in all. In all

10 systems of KALP11 (five with both lipids and peptides

restrained during equilibration and five with only peptides

restrained), the peptides moved out of the tail region, into the

headgroup region of one of the leaflets within a few hundred

picoseconds. This clearly shows that the lipid bending and

snorkeling are not able to compensate for the extreme

mismatch. For such a short peptide, the lysines will have to

be in a fully snorkeled configuration and the neighboring

lipids will have to bend by.10 Å to alleviate the mismatch.

Evidently, the free energy penalty associated with such a

conformational distortion is too large for the system to

overcome. A surface-bound state, even though it places some

of the hydrophobic residues in the interfacial region, is a

more favorable one and thus the peptide is expelled from the

tail region of the bilayer. Almost all the KALP13 peptides

(nine of 10) were expelled from the bilayer also, except in

one case where the lipids were unrestrained during equili-

bration. In that lone case, the peptide showed snorkeling

behavior and local bilayer bending seemed to stabilize the

FIGURE 12 Snapshot of the lipid-lysine interaction. The lysine residue

that interacts with this lipid is shown as a set of blue spheres, with the lysine

hydrogens shown in white. A part of the peptide backbone is shown as a blue

rod for reference. The lipid tail carbon atoms are depicted as cyan spheres.

The choline headgroup is shown in green. The four oxygen atoms that are

strongly interacting with the lysines are shown in yellow and the other four

lipid oxygens are shown in red.
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peptide in the trans-membrane orientation. For the KALP15
in DPPC lipids, nine of the 10 simulations show that the

peptide is stable in the bilayer but in one simulation, where

the lipids were restrained during equilibration, the peptide

moved out of the bilayer, toward the headgroup region of one

of the bilayers in ;600 ps. This simple test suggests that

negative mismatches of .15 Å are probably unlikely to be

compensated and will lead to peptide expulsion. Experi-

ments have shown that for highly negative mismatches,

nonlamellar phases are formed. E.g., KALP23 peptides form

hexagonal phases in DEPE systems at high molar ratios of

;1:10 (62). Such phase transitions cannot be observed in

short molecular dynamics simulations of small systems sizes.

However, the high curvature induced at negative mismatch

can be considered the precursors to the phase transitions.

Elmore and Dougherty (10) have studied hydrophobic

mismatching of the Tb-MscL protein in POPE and POPC

lipids using molecular dynamics simulations. This protein

has a trans-membrane portion that is a bundle of a-helices.

The entire protein was embedded in a bilayer, and a mis-

match imposed by shortening the lipid tail lengths. In;5 ns,

the system partially compensated for the mismatch by local

lipid adjustments and by introducing kinks in some of the

helices. Clearly, in such short timescales, the system was not

able to fully relax, owing to the long relaxation timescales

associated with bundles of helices. In our simulations, since

we deal with single peptides, we observe near total mismatch

alleviation under almost all cases of mismatch. Petrache et al.

(44) simulated WALP peptides under various conditions of

negative mismatch and near match, and observed helix tilts

,20�, for most of the simulations. A mismatch-dependent

bilayer thickening was also observed for the boundary lipids.

However, their simulations were rather short (;1.5 ns) and

thus the system could not fully relax. Nevertheless, reasonable

matching with experimental results was found from their

studies. The expected local bilayer thinning near negatively

mismatched peptides is difficult to observe experimentally,

but simulation studies have captured this effect (10,22). Our

simulation results match those earlier results at least quali-

tatively. Local bilayer thinning has also been predicted in

experimental studies of protegrin-1 in DLPC bilayers (63).

Solid-state NMR studies of model trans-membrane pep-

tides (60,64) suggest additional relaxation modes for the

peptides. The peptides, which may be tilted, or not, depending

on the mismatch, are found to undergo fast rotational re-

orientation about the bilayer axis. Although fast by NMR

timescales, with characteristic time constants of a few hundred

nanoseconds to a few microseconds, these relaxations are

still slow compared to the timescales that can be reached by

current state-of-the-art molecular dynamics simulations. For

near-matching conditions, when the relative tilt is small, such

reorientations have smaller time constants. We tracked the

reorientation dynamics of the peptides about the bilayer

normal for select systems with near-matching or slight posi-

tive mismatches and do observe reorientation of the peptides

over time periods of ;1–10 ns. However, closer inspection

reveals that these reorientations are just local readjustments,

which can be classified as cage-rattling, with fixed lysine

anchors. For longer peptides, with larger tilt angles, the rota-

tional reorientation time will be related to the diffusion rates

of the lipid molecules and thus will have much longer re-

orientation timescales. We observe that at higher concentra-

tion of peptides, the tilts of all four peptides in the simulation

are highly correlated, i.e., not only do the peptides tilt to the

same extent, but also in the same general direction, presum-

ably due to the relative movement of the two lipid leaflets.

Thus, relative deviation of the individual peptides from an

average tilt angle is relatively small, with the peptides mostly

parallel to each other with extremely small crossing angles.

At longer timescales, one would expect a distribution of tilt

angles, and larger peptide crossing angles. Because of the

interactions of the lysines, which repel each other, larger

crossing angles permit closer peptide approach than do nearly

parallel orientations, especially at higher peptide concentra-

tions, leading to possible oligomerization. Nevertheless, we do

not observe such peptide tilt and aggregation in the timescale

of the simulations.

Recently, hydrophobic mismatch has been studied by dis-

sipative particle dynamics (45) and coarse-grained MD (46).

These coarse-grained models for the peptides and the lipids

lack the atomistic details present in our study. The peptides,

in particular, are modeled as semirigid hydrophobic cylin-

ders with polar ends, lacking atomistic details. Nevertheless,

comparisons between those studies and our studies are worth-

while. The DPD simulations of Venturoli et al. (45) consid-

ered three different peptide models, a thin tube (corresponding

to a single helix, relevant to our studies), an intermediate tube,

and a thick tube (corresponding to a large membrane protein).

They observed that the thin tubes tilt to a degree proportional

to their mismatch. The thicker tubes of similar lengths

undergo a much smaller tilt. They also found that the lipid tails

can order or disorder, especially in the vicinity of the peptide,

depending on the extent of mismatch. Their results are qual-

itatively similar to those found in our study. Nielsen et al. (46)

considered two different protein models, a thinner tube or a

thicker tube. The radius of the smaller tube was much larger

than that of a single helix. Thus, direct comparison between

their results and ours is not possible. Nevertheless, they

observed larger tilt for the thinner tube and a correspondingly

smaller tilt for the larger tube. They also observed mismatch-

dependent lipid ordering, qualitatively similar to our results

and those of Venturoli et al. (45).

NMR experiments performed on KALP23 peptides in

DLPC and DMPC bilayers at a P/L ratio of 1:100 show tilt

angle values of 11.2� and 7.6�, respectively (65). Our sim-

ulations predict corresponding values of 28.5� and 22.8� at
low P/L ratio and 21.5� and 8� at high P/L ratio. Thus, for the

DLPC system, our simulations predict much larger tilt values

than are seen in experiments. Replica exchange molecular

dynamics simulations of atomistic WALP peptides in implicit
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lipid bilayers modeled as simple low-dielectric continua (43)

also predict much larger tilt angles at high mismatch than

do experiments on those peptides (15). In fact, most experi-

ments on KALP and WALP peptides show relatively small

peptide tilt even for large positive mismatch (15,65). How-

ever, NMR experiments on other trans-membrane peptides,

such as the pore region of the M2 channel (66) and the

trans-membrane helix of Vpu (67), show that tilt angles

do systematically increase as a function of mismatch. In the

NMR study by Park and Opella (67), performed on a trans-
membrane helix of Vpu in three different bilayers of varying

hydrophobic width, the peptide tilt angle increased system-

atically, from 27� to 51�, with increasing hydrophobic mis-

match. In fact, these tilt angles correspond to exact mismatch

alleviation; i.e., the mismatch is entirely overcome by pep-

tide tilt alone. These authors attribute the differences in tilt

angles between their experiments and those performed with

KALP and WALP peptides (where tilt angles required for

total mismatch alleviation is not observed), to the fact that

the peptide they studied was part of a naturally occurring

protein, while the KALP and WALP peptides are synthetic,

with high symmetry. Thus, while our simulation prediction

that tilt alone can largely compensate for positive hydro-

phobic mismatch agrees very well with experimental results

on segments of naturally occurring proteins, they do not

agree well with corresponding experiments on KALP and

WALP peptides.

Peptide aggregation

A possible reason for this discrepancy could be that the

KALP peptides can aggregate as oligomers, at least tran-

siently, under experimental conditions. This could lead to the

smaller tilt angles seen in experiments. This point is also

made by Im and Brooks (43), with reference to WALP

peptides. Although the KALP peptides are less likely to

aggregate when compared to the WALP peptides, due to the

repulsion between the lysine residues, a relative tilt between

the peptides could still lead to transient aggregation. In our

simulations at high P/L ratios, we start with the peptides

fairly uniformly distributed in the lipid bilayers, under the

assumption that the peptides do not oligomerize. Even in

the longest (200 ns) simulation, we do not observe peptide

oligomerization, which presumably requires even longer

timescales. To test whether oligomerization will lead to

smaller tilt angles, we performed a simple test simulation by

placing two KALP31 peptides adjacent to each other, in a

vertical and parallel orientation in a DMPC bilayer, with a

distance of 10 Å between the peptides. The evolution of tilt

angles of the two peptides (thin solid lines and thick dashed
lines) as a function of time is shown in Fig. 13. The tilt angle

for the unoligomerized single KALP31 peptide in DMPC

bilayer (thick solid line) is also shown for comparison.

Clearly, the oligomerized peptides show much lower tilt

values than the single peptide, at least in the timescales

shown. The lipids immediately surrounding the peptide

dimer are more ordered than those far away (data not shown).

Thus, presumably, transient oligomerization could lead to

smaller tilt values with additional compensation provided by

the neighboring lipids increasing their tail order (positive

lipid adjustment). Currently, we are performing a systematic

study of different peptide oligomers (dimers, trimers, tetra-

mers) at different interpeptide distances and different relative

orientations (parallel, antiparallel) to fully understand the

effect of peptide oligomerization on the mismatch alleviation

mechanisms (unpublished data).

One of the most important results obtained from our study

is that the lysine residues have a specific interaction site,

formed by the phosphate headgroup and the glycerol oxygens

of the sn-1 chain. In our simulations, depending on the mis-

match, the lysines have different initial positions, but converge

to an apparent preferred position in the bilayer, clearly

showing this specific interaction. Most experimental results

thus far suggest only that the lysine residues have a pref-

erential position in the polar region close to the phosphate

group. Thus, although our results provide a clearer picture of

the interactions, they should still be viewed with caution. We

use a well-established GROMOS-based force field that has

been optimally parameterized for lipid systems and has been

used by many to accurately reproduce numerous experimental

observations. Nevertheless, validation of our results with other

commonly used lipid force fields, like the CHARMM pa-

rameter set, will be useful for estimation of the accuracy and

possible refinement of the current force-field parameters.

Finally, we revisit our definition of hydrophobic mismatch

as the difference between the measured hydrophobic length

of the peptide and the measured hydrophobic width of the

average unperturbed lipids in the bilayer. This definition

corrects for the global bilayer perturbations that are not

related to the mismatch alleviation mechanisms and enables

FIGURE 13 Tilt angles as functions of time for a single KALP31 peptide

in a DMPC bilayer (thick solid line, on top) and two KALP31 peptides in an

aggregated state in a DMPC bilayer (thin solid line and dashed line at the

bottom).
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us to explain the mismatch response as a combination of tilt

adjustment, local bilayer perturbations, and snorkeling of the

lysine side chains. However, as seen from Fig. 9, even at

;100 ns, the simulations are probably not well equilibrated,

leading to some statistical uncertainties of ;1 Å or more.

Alternatively, we could have simply defined hydrophobic

mismatch as the difference between the measured hydro-

phobic length of the peptide and the measured average

hydrophobic width of all the lipids in the bilayer. Yet another

possible definition is the difference between the measured

hydrophobic length of the peptide and the (ideal) hydropho-

bic width of the peptide-free bilayer. We carried out calcu-

lations using these definitions, and found that they would

have changed the imposed mismatch by only ;1–2 Å, and

therefore would not have changed the overall qualitative con-

clusions of our study.

CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a systematic study of trans-membrane,

lysine-terminated, KALP peptides using molecular dynamics

simulations. Three different lipids (DPPC, DMPC, DLPC)

and five different peptides (KALP15, KALP19, KALP23,

KALP27, KALP31) were simulated at two peptide/lipid ratios

(1:128 and 1:25), providing 30 different simulations. The

cumulative simulation time from this study was ;2.7 ms,

making this one of the largest studies of atomistic peptide/

lipid simulations to date. The simulations covered a range of

mismatch extending from extreme negative to extreme posi-

tive. Compensation for an imposed positive mismatch is by a

combination of peptide tilting and local bilayer bending,

with the former giving the larger contribution. For extreme

positive mismatches, the tilt did not completely equilibrate in

the timescale of some of the simulations. The compensatory

mechanism was similar at both low and high peptide con-

centrations, with typically slower equilibration observed at

high P/L ratio.

For negative mismatch, compensation is by a combination

of local bilayer bending and lysine snorkeling, with the

bending being stronger for negative mismatch than for

positive mismatch. The systems under negative mismatch

are well equilibrated within the timescale of the simulations.

Although some of the extreme positive and negative mis-

match conditions are not feasible experimentally, they nev-

ertheless provide useful information about the transitional

pathways to peptide expulsion or formation of nonlamellar

phases. An important result from our simulations is the

observation of a preferred binding site for the lysine side-

chain residues. The lysine side chains preferentially interact

with a binding site formed by two of the oxygen atoms from

the phosphate group and two from the carbonyl oxygen of

the sn-1 chain of the lipid tail. For negative mismatch, when

the lysine residues snorkel and are conformationally re-

strained, the preference for the interaction site is not domi-

nant, because it would involve excessive bilayer bending.

However, under near-matching conditions, when the lysines

have more conformational freedom, they clearly prefer to

interact with this interaction site, anchoring the peptide in a

trans-membrane orientation.

The peptides do not undergo significant structural changes,

remaining largely a-helical, reinforcing the idea of a hard

peptide in a soft lipid environment. The lipids, on the other

hand, undergo drastic structural changes when peptides are

added. The lipids that immediately border the peptides,

forming the first shell, are the most perturbed by the peptide,

showing a slower decay of the rotational correlation functions

of the P-N (headgroup) and C-C (tails) vectors. There is both a

distance- and concentration-dependence of the lipid dynamics.

At larger P/L ratios, all the lipid molecules exhibit slower

relaxation times, leading to slower overall lipid dynamics.

Although relaxation modes such as peptide tilting and local

lipid perturbation are accessible in the ;50–200-ns time-

scales, slower motions such as peptide reorientation about the

bilayer normal, possible oligomerization, and nonlamellar

phase formation are clearly not possible over this timescale.

Nevertheless, this comprehensive study provides a rather

complete picture of the compensatory molecular events that

occur in response to an imposed hydrophobic mismatch over

timescales up to 200 ns. Thorough understanding of such

model systems will eventually lead to insights into physio-

logically relevant phenomenon that occur in large membrane

proteins that are directly related to hydrophobic mismatch.
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